Directions from San Diego International Airport (Lindberg Field) to the Gilman Parking Structure and the Center for Magnetic Recording Research (CMRR) building:

Exit Airport on N. HARBOR DRIVE (toward Downtown);

Turn LEFT at LAUREL Street;

Turn LEFT at INDIA Street;

Bear LEFT into the I-5 NORTH entry ramp;

Continue on NORTHBOUND INTERSTATE 5 and Exit at La Jolla Village Drive and turn LEFT onto La Jolla Village Drive (then stay in the right lane);

From La Jolla Village Drive turn RIGHT onto Villa La Jolla Drive (then stay in the left lane);

At the 2nd traffic light (GILMAN) proceed straight into the GILMAN PARKING STRUCTURE (corner of Gilman and Russell Lane).

Continue straight past the metered parking spaces and turn left (it’s a U-turn). Short-term/visitor parking is on the right. Park your vehicle and following the signs to the Parking Office on the Russell Lane side of the building where you can purchase a parking permit (good in GREEN (B) and YELLOW (S) spaces only).

To walk to CMRR, exit the parking structure on the Russell Lane side and turning to the right, continue on Russell Lane. Cross Lyman/Outback and continue straight on the walkway between the buildings. Cross Matthews Lane at the pedestrian cross-walk (there is no street sign). Continue on the walkway between the buildings to the open plaza area (you will see the 7-story Jacobs School of Engineering building directly across the plaza from the CMRR Building). Turn to the left and walk a few yards further to find the CMRR Building entrance.